Host Tim says:
The Gryphon having made new friends, is now 4 days from Starbase 78 at warp 6.

Host Tim says:
<<<Begin Mission Stardate 10003.26>>>

Host CO_Spencer says:
::In her ready room having lunch::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::at tactical, checking shields and dusting off weapons::

CEO_Taylor says:
::In ME, assigning the crew assignments to his staff and looks over his shoulder, he sees EO MacLeod getting in:: EO: Mr. MacLeod, nice of you to join us! ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
::in SB, making preps::

Civ_Ian says:
::napping on the couch in his quarters, Tesla is curled up on his chest, snoring::

CSO_Vortak says:
::In her office, analyzing data... still::

CNS_Cook says:
::sits on the bridge going over some reports on a PADD::

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters ME, on his way to CEO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Reads report from XO::

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: Make sure all supplies are counted for.

EO_MacLeod says:
::nods CEO:: CEO: Hi.  Sorry, I'm late... ::smiles back::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Loren can you come in to the RR for a moment?

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...

XO-Loren says:
*CO* Yes, Captain.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Ok, Alpha team is going for a complete shield diagnostic and I want you to supervise their work...

CMO_OMallory says:
::runs diagnostics on all medical equipment, one by one, to make sure all is at peak performance::

CNS_Cook says:
::seeing no one at the OPS station decides to take it::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::scans yet again for Breen ships::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* Lieutenant, what is the status of your sensors?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees him enter:: XO: Thank you for the speedy report.. Have a seat. ::motions::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: I had a little problem with my uniform..  as a matter of fact, it tore... ::smiles again::

XO-Loren says:
CO: Thank you, Ma'am.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: What do you think of the reports from Starfleet about the Breen?

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I'm willing to forget this ... infraction. ::smiles back::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye. ::turns to Alpha team::  Alpha team: Let's go.

XO-Loren says:
CO: Something for us to be careful of Captain.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Sir, 2 hypos are useless along with 3 tricorders.  All else is in place and ready.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* My teams have been working on them all night, so they should be in prime condition.  With the help of some ENG teams.  Thanks for all of the help from your department.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Most assuredly. Coffee? :;gets up::

XO-Loren says:
CO: No thank you, Ma'am.

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: Alright...I want you to take Alpha Med Team to Cargo Bay 1 and ready a secondary sickbay.  We may need it...

CTO_Ultsim says:
::looks over data collected on previously encountered Breen weapons, to see if he can adapt the shields at all::

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: I am almost inclined to go looking for them, instead of waiting for them to pounce.. ::looks concerned as she gets her coffee::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* No problem, I've assigned bravo team for the scientific related systems, I give you complete authority over them...

XO-Loren says:
CO: Your call, Captain.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...have it up in ready in 30 minutes. ::exits SB::

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Thanks, Taylor.  We couldn't do it without you.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on shield's room::

XO-Loren says:
CO: We will be ready for whatever decision you make, Captain.

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues to check out equipment::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Not very chatty today are we? ::looks at him:: I want your opinion.. ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay, gentlemen...  We have 5 minutes to complete this task, so, let's do it. ::starts the diagnostics::

XO-Loren says:
CO: Vulcans are not habitually "Chatty”, Ma'am.

CNS_Cook says:
::sits and watches sensors readings, and others systems::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Make an exception today.. what is your opinion?

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees Biobed 4 give erratic data from test program::  Self: Hmmm...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Ops receives garbled incoming message

EO_MacLeod says:
::works with his tricorder, trying to compensate a minor power fluctuation on grip::

CNS_Cook says:
*CO*  I am receiving an incoming message.

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to delta team which is assigned to weapons:: Kint: Everything under control?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CNS* Who is it from?

CMO_OMallory says:
::runs diagnostic program again on Biobed 4::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint>CEO: Don't worry, weapons are ready for a good fight. ::smiles::

CSO_Vortak says:
::sees SO Roddenberry enter her office::

Pez says:
@::sends out a distress call in all frequencies, holding on to his console::

CNS_Cook says:
*CO* I am not sure it is pretty messed up I am trying to fix.

EO_MacLeod says:
::receives the data about the shield's status::

CEO_Taylor says:
Kint: Good! Now we just need EO MacLeod's report...

CTO_Ultsim says:
::garbled messages usually indicates haste...::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CNS* Will be right there. :;stands and motions for Loren to come with ::

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay, guys.  We're done.  Back to ME.

CNS_Cook says:
::makes adjustments to the message trying to figure out who it is from and what is saying::

CNS_Cook says:
*CO* Understood.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees it still giving improper data::  Self: Bloody thin' ::his Irish accent comes out::

CSO_Vortak says:
::hears SO tell her that everything is in top shape:: SO:  Good work.  Thank you for the update.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::comes up behind him:: CNS: Can you clean it up?

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge, while walking to TL:: *CEO* Lieutenant Taylor, MacLeod here.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Yes Ensign? Report?

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Still trying, yes it is coming from heading 457 mark 12.

CMO_OMallory says:
::tries 1 more time to get it to work::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Any idea who it is?

Pez says:
@::shakes his head and resends out the message::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  It is a Ferengi ship.

CSO_Vortak says:
Self: Well, my work is done here.  I suppose it is time to head to the bridge::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Should I send a response?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Well, what do they want? Can we understand any of the message.. ?  Yes send a response.. ask them to repeat their transmission.


CSO_Vortak says:
::Gets up, puts her mug in the replicator, and heads to the turbolift::

CMO_OMallory says:
::still, not working...hits comm badge: *CEO* O'Mallory to Engineerin'  ::his accent still visible::

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* We have finished the shield's diagnostic.  It appeared to have a minor power fluctuation, but I compensate and it's 100%.

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon: I repeat, I'm under attack by vicious hostile forces... I require assistance!!!!!!!! ::yells at the comm::

CEO_Taylor says:
::hears the accent:: CMO: Yes Doctor?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::taps her fingernails against the OPS console::

CNS_Cook says:
COMM Ferengi Ship: This is the USS Gryphon, Please resend you last message.  Repeat this is the USS Gryphon. Please repeat your last message.

CSO_Vortak says:
TL:  Bridge.  ::begins ascension::

CNS_Cook says:
::looks up at the Captain then at her hand::

CMO_OMallory says:
*CEO* I have a biobed acting up.  Can you send some to get it fixed?  I don't want to be without it in case.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* Mr. Ultsim, all defensive and offensive systems have been checked and I am proud to report a perfect system's check...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gets a bad feeling:: FCO: Be prepared to alter course to Ferengi’s coordinates.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:   They might require assistance.  I suggest we alter course.

Pez says:
@::oh no..... NOT the Gryphon!!! Those thieves!!!:: COM: Gryphon: I'm under attack, and I require assistance...

Host CO_Spencer says:
<FCO> CO: Aye.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CMO* You got it...

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  They are under attack and require assistance.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME, moves toward CEO::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Ensign, please go to SB and repair the doctor's biobed...

CSO_Vortak says:
::doors to the TL open, enters bridge, takes SCI1::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Crimeny! FCO: At fastest warp!

Host CO_Spencer says:
<FCO> CO: Aye.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  What do you want me to tell them?

CMO_OMallory says:
*CEO* Thank you...O’Mallory out.  ::wants to give it a swift kick, but continues on with his checks::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS Tell them we are on our way. Find out who they are under attach from.

CSO_Vortak says:
::senses the tension on the Bridge:: CO: Captain, what is going on?

Host CO_Spencer says:
All: Red Alert.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  No problem.  Here are the results. ::delivers a padd to CEO::

CTO_Ultsim says:
*CEO* Thank you, sir, although its not quite perfect.  The shields are only at 99.00068%.

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: We are on our way, please tell us who is attacking you.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::sees red alert…activates tactical::

CMO_OMallory says:
::hears red alert::  MED: All Med teams to alert stations.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: We are on a course to aid a Ferengi ship under attack from… ::looks at CNS::

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices red alert::

Pez says:
@::enemies of the Ferengi... who could be enemies with them when they do nothing but business and seek nothing but sane profit from commercial dealings? Pez shakes his head frustrated::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Still waiting for their response.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* How can we survive?? ::sarcasm and grins::

Civ_Ian says:
::is woken up by the Red Alert thingies making noises and flashing::


CSO_Vortak says:
CO: I see.  ::Prepares battle station:

CMO_OMallory says:
::discontinues with tests and gets SB ready::

Host CO_Spencer says:
<FCO> CO: We will arrive in 12 minutes at warp 8.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Sir, should I take red alert position or can I see biobed in sickbay?

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: Who is attacking you?

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Push it.
<FCO> CO: Aye Sir.

Civ_Ian says:
:;wonders what the heck is going on now::

CNS_Cook says:
Comm Ferengi Ship: We need your current status, please respond.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Biobed will be important if there are wounded, we are fine here, go to sickbay and make it quick...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::goes and sits down in her chair.. hopes Tesla and Cadet are hiding already::

CMO_OMallory says:
::hits comm badge::  *CO* Captain.  Sickbay standing by.  All MED teams at alert stations.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye!  On my way.  ::enters TL:: TL: Sickbay.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I am not getting a response from them Captain.

Civ_Ian says:
::Tesla jumps down from Ian’s chest and Ian gets up....  wonders if he should go to the bridge... probably::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Report!  
CSO: Get me some information on scans Please.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  tactical standing by, awaiting orders

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press>*CMO* Sir, secondary sickbay is ready for overflow in case.

CSO_Vortak says:
::scans for Ferengi vessel and possible attack ships:: CO: Aye, Captain.

Civ_Ian says:
:;heads for the bridge:: Tesla: You stay here.


CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: This is the USS Gryphon respond, who is attacking you?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Be ready Mr.. ::sees the glint in his eye:: CTO: And stay calm.. no firing unless I order to.. do you understand?

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on SB, walks toward CMO::

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* Sir, all systems have been checked and are ready for action...

Pez says:
@::tries to avoid getting in more trouble, but is furious::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::smiles:: CO:  But of course.

CMO_OMallory says:
*Press* Thank you Ensign.  Please stay there and take charge of that sickbay and med team.

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Acknowledged..

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon: A big ship!

EO_MacLeod says:
CMO: Sir, I'm here to check the biobed.  What's the problem with it?

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: What kind of ship?

CSO_Vortak says:
CO:  I am getting two Breen signatures, Captain.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  They said a big ship.

Civ_Ian says:
:;arrives on the bridge and sits down at one of the stations in the back::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* We need all the power to shields and weapons.. everything packed tight down there?

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: And one Ferengi vessel, approximately the size of a runabout.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees EO arrive::  EO: Thanks for coming.  Bed #4 over there.  ::points to it::

EO_MacLeod says:
::follows CMO::

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: What is your current status of your ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: Thank you... ::wonders if there should be an alert stronger than red::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO* We have been well prepared, transferring all available power to weapons and shields...

CMO_OMallory says:
EO: Run test programs and give improper data.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* We are about to engage the Breen.

CMO_OMallory says:
EO: Maybe a bad sensor?

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues scans for more information::

CSO_Vortak says:
::analyzing incoming data::

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon: I'm holding on... but hurry up!! ::tries to approach that small moon... it has to be that one, none other::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks over to Cook: CNS: Any more information?

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO* I'll alert my teams to be on maximal repair duties right away, ma'am...

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  My scans show the attacking vessels are about the size of Nebula class.

Host Tim says:
Action: Gryphon arrives at fight site

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  They are holding on, I think they are trying to head for a small moon for safety.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::scanning for enemies::

Pez says:
@::steers the shuttle past the bigger ship and sees the Gryphon arriving:: Self: Well, about time!

Host Tim says:
Action: Both attacking vessels turn and fire on Gryphon

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Ensign, be quick, we are approaching the Breen and I have a feeling that we will need your help down here!

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  We're under fire!

CEO_Taylor says:
::braces for impact::

Host Tim says:
Action: Gryphon hit, CSO injured

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  They are both firing on us it was a trap.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Shields?

CSO_Vortak says:
::braces for impact::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Return Fire!

EO__MacLeod says:
::starts to works on biobed::

CSO_Vortak says:
::unsuccessfully::

CMO_OMallory says:
::feels impact::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::fires phasers and a few torpedoes::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: We are at Red alert.. Shields are up.

XO_Loren says:
::goes to CSO and looks her over::

Pez says:
@::tries to make it to the moon... the moon... he needs to make it to the moon...::

Host Tim says:
Action: Ferengi ship is hit by Gryphon fire

EO__MacLeod says:
::feels impact, hits comm badge:: *CEO* I'll be quick!

CNS_Cook says:
::sees CSO is hurt and transfers science to his station::

Pez says:
@::yells:: arrrrgh!!!!!!!!!!!! ::sparkles everywhere, regains helm control, but barely...::

XOLoren says:
*CMO* Medic to the bridge, Doc.

Host Tim says:
Action: The 2 attacking vessels warp out

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns quick:: CTO : You fired upon the Ferengi ship !  FCO: Evasive!
<FCO> CO: Aye Sir !

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO: What the...the Ferengi ship has taken damage from us?

CNS_Cook says:
::makes scans to see where the vessels are heading::

CMO_OMallory says:
*XO* Aye sir...on my way.  ::turns to EO:  EO: Ok here?

CSO_Vortak says:
::feeling delirious after console exploded in her face::

CEO_Taylor says:
E_Teams: Repair team A to auxiliary relay 17, it has ruptured... all others, repair what you can find, for now...

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Contact the Ferengi for damage report!

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon! Don't let them escape...... They TOOK it!!!!!!!! They took it all!!!!!!!!!!

CSO_Vortak says:
::moans::

EO__MacLeod says:
::completes diagnostic of the biobed, realizes that the biobed has a burned part::

EO__MacLeod says:
CMO: Okay, I found the problem...

XO_Loren says:
CSO: You will be fine, Q'eranna.

Host Tim says:
Action: CSO crumples to the deck

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: Give us a damage report.  What is gong on over there?

Pez says:
@::barely makes it to the moon, and makes a not too soft landing::

CMO_OMallory says:
::grabs med kit and dashes out of SB to TL::  Bridge.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  I fired on the vessels that opened fire first.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Is a medic coming for CSO? :;looks alarmed::

XO_Loren says:
::takes CSO in his arms::

CNS_Cook says:
*CMO* You are needed on the bridge the CSO is hurt.

XO_Loren says:
CO: Yes, Ma'am.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::very confused::

XO_Loren says:
CNS: He is on his way.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Why did you fire on the Ferengi vessel?


Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Take her station please.. Where did the Breen go?

CMO_OMallory says:
::arrives on Bridge and heads for CSO::  XO: What happened?

Pez says:
COM: Gryphon: They took it... you cannot let them escape they took it all!!!!!!!!!!!!

XO_Loren says:
::takes science station::

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: *CEO* Sir, I need a new conduit here, number 7, low conduction.

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO:  I targeted the vessel who opened fire on us!

XO_Loren says:
CMO: We were hit by fire.  She is injured.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::moves to OPS station:: CNS: Took What.. Here let me talk to him.

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: Ferengi Ship: They took what?

CNS_Cook says:
::opens a comm for the Captain::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Ferengi: Captain Spencer here, What did they take?

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins scans::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO/XO: There IS an ion trail to follow.

XO_Loren says:
CO: Recommend we follow it.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Engineering is too busy to make a courier ship Mr. MacLeod, get it yourself, and quickly, time is of the essence here!

CTO_Ultsim says:
::transfers trail's course to flight control::

CSO_Vortak says:
::moans in pain::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: We will.. hold on. ::puts her hand up to stop the chatter for one second so she can hear the Ferengi vessel::

Pez says:
@::realizes the status of his shuttle and does not like what he sees::

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: You have 3 fractured ribs...some pain, but I can fix you up  ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Can you send me anybody with that part?  I am a little stuck here...

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: FV: Are you injured? So you require assistance.. may we leave you here? :;out of breath::

XO_Loren says:
CMO: Take good care of her, Doc.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* We can't spare anyone, replicate it or something...

CMO_OMallory says:
XO: Sir, need to get her down to sickbay for proper treatment.

XO_Loren says:
CMO: Then go.

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon: Well.......

CMO_OMallory says:
::helps CSO up and helps her to TL::

Pez says:
@::runs a scan on his ship, trying to determine its actual status::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM FV: Well what?  OPS: Get a tractor on that ship and pull it in.. we are losing time.

XO_Loren says:
CMO: But send a doctor to the bridge in case anyone else is injured.  Now, Please.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO/XO: My scans of the moon show there are stockpiles of items from all over the place.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Okay... don't worry... ::leaves the circuit on the floor, runs to TL:: TL: ME, fast!

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Working on it.

CNS_Cook says:
::engages tractor to pull FV in::

Host Tim says:
Action: Ferengi ship has landed/bounced on moon's surface.

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets into TL::  Sickbay  ::holds her up::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: As .... you think this is where the Breen are storing items.. are from our FV?

CEO_Taylor says:
::works on the mildly damaged shield matrix::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  The Ferengi vessel landed on the moon.


Pez says:
@::looks out of the cockpit at the rough surface of the moon and wonders if he can leave ship and other things there...::

XO_Loren says:
CO: Scans indicate that possibility.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME, runs to stockage, takes the new conduit, nods CEO, almost falls down on floor, enters TL:: TL: SB, fast!

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Do you want me to transport him?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waits for Ferengi to respond::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  I'm not sure.  If this were a Breen stockpile, what would a tiny Ferengi ship be doing out here?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: DO it.. !

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on SB, runs to damaged biobed::

CMO_OMallory says:
::TL stops and helps CSO to SB::  CSO: Ok, lets put you over on Biobed2

CNS_Cook says:
::activates Transporter::

Pez says:
@::moves quickly to the back of the shuttle and starts dressing in the EVA suit::

CEO_Taylor says:
::laughs when he sees EO hurry *EO* Go Mauro! ::big grin and turns back on his work::

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: ::weakly:: OK.  Thank you, doctor.

Pez says:
@::taps a console and sets a transporter inhibitor field::

CMO_OMallory says:
*Press* Report to Bridge to standby up there.

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Follow the trail.. 
CTO: Give the coordinates to the helm..  
CSO: Scan ahead..

Host Tim says:
Action: Ferengi turns on some equipment and blocks all transport

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> *CMO* Aye sir...on my way

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I am being blocked by an inhibitor field.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::transfers coordinates::

EO_MacLeod says:
::puts the new conduit on the place, quickly assemble the circuit::

Pez says:
@::needs time... time... clumsy hands finally get the suit all ready and opens the shuttle's hatch, then exits and closes it carefully behind him::

XO_Loren says:
XO: Science is scanning ahead.  Maintaining LRS/SRS, Captain.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO/XO: There is no air on that moon.

CNS_Cook says:
Comm Ferengi Ship: We are trying to transport you, please turn off the field.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Thank you Loren.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* Do you need the shields up right now, because I could give you 10% for the shields, but I need them down for 30 seconds...

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets CSO up on the bed::  CSO: If you want, I can knock you out to ease up on the pain while I work...

EO_MacLeod says:
::finishes his job, runs new diagnostic, expecting to didn't make anything wrong, with the hurry...

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Do we have him? What seems to be the trouble?

CTO_Ultsim says:
*CEO* 8% will do.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  He is blocking transport.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I can not get a lock.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Permission to lower shields for 30 seconds?

EO_MacLeod says:
::sighs and smiles, when realizes the job is well done::

Pez says:
@::the poor gravity of the moon keeps him on the earth, and he moves slowly towards his target... if he had been able to maneuver better, he wouldn't need to walk so much::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Leave him.. FCO: Warp out.

XO_Loren says:
CO: The ion trail is fading.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* That doesn't answer my question... Can you lower the shields for 30 seconds?

Host CO_Spencer says:
<FCO> CO: Aye.

EO_MacLeod says:
::takes his tools, runs to TL:: TL: ME.

CMO_OMallory says:
::also looks at minor plasma burns on face::

CTO_Ultsim says:
*CEO* I suppose...just hurry up.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::lowers shields::

XO_Loren says:
<FCO> CO: Aye, Ma'am.

Pez says:
@COM: Gryphon: It's just a minute... since you have been so nice...

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Leave him a message we shall return.. Send a communiqué to SF and let them know of our.. trouble..

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: That would be nice... but perhaps I could still help the crew... ::tries to sit up and fails::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* 30 seconds beginning now...

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME, heads to CEO:: CEO: Done... ::sighs::

CTO_Ultsim says:
*CEO* I may have to raise them suddenly, though.

CNS_Cook says:
Comm FV: We must leave you, we will return when we can.

CEO_Taylor says:
::works quickly::

Pez says:
@COMM: Gryphon: I have a limited air supply... my ship is not going to make it out of here...

CEO_Taylor says:
::1% more::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  The shields just went down.

CEO_Taylor says:
::2% more::


XO_Loren says:
CO: Should we follow the ion trail, Ma'am?

CEO_Taylor says:
::5% more::

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Now...lay back and let me work  ::gives her a hypo to relax her and reduce the pain::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO/XO: Why don't we transport the AT to another location?

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Did you lower the shields?

CEO_Taylor says:
::8%::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* I'm done here, you can raise them...

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Get him on this ship.. what the Hel_ is going on.. he blocked our transport.. get him now!

EO_MacLeod says:
::realizes CEO working on shield's matrix, goes to assist him::

CNS_Cook says:
Comm: FV: We could not transport you because you activated a block we will return.  I advise you lower your blocker.

CTO_Ultsim says:
*CEO* Thank you.   ::raises shields::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins regenerating process of her fractured ribs::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: What AWAY team.. what are you going on about?

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at the diagnostics console: shuttle bay doors hit melded shut::

XO_Loren says:
::FCO plots course for following the ion trail::

CNS_Cook says:
::tries again to get the Ferengi::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: What's wrong with this matrix? ::looking to the shield's matrix::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Sorry, I mean AN away team to go and retrieve the Ferengi manually.

XO_Loren says:
CO: Ma'am, we don't have time.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: No.. if he does not want to come that is up to him.. he has 15 seconds to decide.

CNS_Cook says:
CTO:  That would be dangerous and unwise.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: MacLeod, shuttle bay doors are malfunctioning, go there with repair team E...

EO_MacLeod says:
Self: Oh, I almost forgot... ::hits comm badge::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: The matrix is now fine...

EO_MacLeod says:
*CMO* Sir, the biobed is online and functional again.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Just a suggestion...

CNS_Cook says:
::keeps trying to but can not get  a lock::  Comm: FV:  I can not lock on to you turn off the transport block.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I can not get him.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: And I thank you.. ::smiles:: CNS: Well?

CMO_OMallory says:
::hits comm badge::  *EO* Thank you very much...it may come in handy.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I can not get through the field and he says he has a limited supply of air.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Yes... I can see... ::looking to the burning indication on it::

Pez says:
@::lowers the field from the remote in his hand, the boxes in sight:: COM: Gryphon: I am ready... if you could transport me and my cargo... we could do some good business.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: On my way!

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues process on CSO's ribs::

CNS_Cook says:
::locks on to the FV::  CO:  Got him.  Transporting now.

EO_MacLeod says:
Repair team: Let's go, we have work to do. ::enters TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Good..  
CTO: Well are there any traces left of the Breen or have we lost the trail..?

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* We seem to be having trouble with the Shuttle Bay's doors, EO is on the job...

Host Tim says:
Action: Ferengi and some of his cargo are transported

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Long range sensors are picked up a ship moving very quickly.

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on Shuttle Bay::

XO_Loren says:
*TO* Security team to TR to greet our guest - emphasis on "Guest."

CMO_OMallory says:
::finishes with her ribs and now turns to treating her plasma burns::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* Trouble in what way? ::wonders what the heck is going on::

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  I have him in the transporter room, he brought some cargo.  A security team should go down there.

Pez says:
::materializes on the Gryphon and counts the boxes... realizes that three were left behind on the shuttle and doesn't like that::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Security to transporter room.. asap.

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO* Shuttle bay doors hit, melded shut, Captain...

XO_Loren says:
::Security team greets Pez, with weapons secured::

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks to shuttle bay's doors...  melted up.  Grins::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::signals security::

XO_Loren says:
CO: Captain, now would be a good time to pursue that ion trail.

EO_MacLeod says:
Self: Well... It's not a good thing for us, but it's unusual to see... ::stops grins, just smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
<FCO>::is following trail:: CO: Barely sir.

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  The trail is fading quickly.

Pez says:
Security team: Now this is no way to do business, with all those weapons? ::removes helmet of EVA suit::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns:: XO: We have been for about the last 30 seconds.. ::FCO nods yes::


CMO_OMallory says:
::notices her burns are healing up nicely::  Self: Fortunately, only 1st degree burns.

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm bagde:: *CEO* You should see this...  Very ugly thing to see...

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  Do you want me to scan Ferengi's cargo?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* We will have to repair it later.. right now I need you in ME ...

XO_Loren says:
::nods acknowledgement and approval::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> ::arrives in the shuttle bay:: EO: Taylor sent me to help ya, what's the prob?

Pez says:
::sits on a box in the TR and waits for whatever it is to happen since nobody talks to him::

EO_MacLeod says:
Repair team: Well, gentlemen, we have to cut this melting indication. ::points::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO* Don't worry, that's where I am, EO is on the job and we've got everything under control down here anyways...

EO_MacLeod says:
Kint: Take a look, Kint...  Have you already seen anything like this? ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* Aye.

XO_Loren says:
::TO greets Pez::  Pez: We will wait here for the Captain's orders.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::scans for any ships::

Pez says:
TO: Oh sure, go ahead...

CMO_OMallory says:
:: finishes with burn treatment::  CSO: Well, you are all done.  But need you to rest for awhile.  Also, most of your pain should be gone, but you will have some discomfort from the rib injury.  Just a bit of soreness.

CNS_Cook says:
CO:  What do we do with our guest?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns:: CTO: DO we have security down in the Transporter room yet? I want the Ferengi brought up here..

EO_MacLeod says:
<Repair team> ::taking positions::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Yes, I sent a team down there.


Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at CNS: CNS: My thoughts Mr. Cook..

EO_MacLeod says:
Repair team: I think you should use your hand phasers...

XO_Loren says:
<TO> CTO: What do you want done with our guest Pez, Sir?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: And.... ?

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  I'll get them up hear right away

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint>EO: Actually I have, we need a decoupler number X702 that should make it fine again...

CSO_Vortak says:
::opens eyes:: CMO: Okay, thanks, Doc.  ::closes eyes again::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Thank you..

CTO_Ultsim says:
*TO* Please escort him to the bridge.

CMO_OMallory says:
*CO* Our CSO will be fine, but will be off her feet for a couple of hours.

XO_Loren says:
<TO*CTO* Aye, Sir. ::escorts Pez to bridge::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Loren have our friends gotten away from us.. ? ::meaning the supposed Breen::

XO_Loren says:
CO: Scanning now, Ma'am.

Pez says:
::refuses to leave the TR:: TO: I want to be assured my cargo will be safe and treated carefully!

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: Can I go to my quarters now?  Or should I rest here?

EO_MacLeod says:
Kint: Well, well...  Turn on the forcefield, so we are not going to be sucked off the ship.

CMO_OMallory says:
*MED* All teams...report in.

Host Tim says:
Action: Ferengi's cargo can't be scanned

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Rest here, so I can keep an eye on you for right now and make sure all is ok.  ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> EO: Aye sir... ::turns it on::


CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: Okay.  ::shuts eyes::

CTO_Ultsim says:
<other TO> Pez:  I'm sure it will be fine.  Please come with us.

XO_Loren says:
CO: They have not gotten away, if you pursue them now, Captain.

CNS_Cook says:
XO:~~~~Sir I don’t know if this is important but I can not get a scan on his cargo~~~~

CMO_OMallory says:
::listens as MED teams report in::

XO_Loren says:
~~~CNS: Thank you. ~~~

EO_MacLeod says:
Repair team: Cut the doors where I said, I'll be right back with the appropriate tool.

XO_Loren says:
CO: The CNS reports that he cannot get a scan on the cargo.

Pez says:
TO: All right, all right... I'll follow you but you'll be responsible if anything where to happen to my cargo ::enters the TL with the other TO::

EO_MacLeod says:
Kint: I'll be right back.  Take care of them. ::goes to TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;moves to XO:: XO: Commander.. we are following them.. :;points to the FCO:: he is flying the ship.. and we are on a  course..  following.

CTO_Ultsim says:
<other TO>  TL:  bridge

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> EO: Don't worry, I've got the forcefield under complete control, you don't have to worry about getting sucked out ::smiles::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::chuckle::

EO_MacLeod says:
TL: ME.

XO_Loren says:
::nods approval:: CO: Then, Ma'am, the answer to your question is Yes, we will find them.

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> Team: Come on guys, get the job done, on the double...

CTO_Ultsim says:
<other TO>::arrive on the bridge with Pez::

EO_MacLeod says:
Kint: I hope so.. ::cutted by TL closing doors::

Pez says:
::TO escorts him to the bridge, and Pez steps out:: CO: So we meet again, Captain Spencer.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::pats Loren on the shoulder... almost:: XO: Yes..  ::smile::

CMO_OMallory says:
::runs some routine tests on CSO as she rests::  Self: Looks good...

CNS_Cook says:
::skins crawls when he see the Ferengi::

XO_Loren says:
CO: Have faith in your FCO's abilities, Captain. You have chosen your officers well.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME:: CEO: Here I am... again.  I'm just here to pick up a tool.

Pez says:
::looks at the woman and pulls a face in contempt::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::looks at Ferengi::

Host Tim says:
Action: Gryphon warps in pursuit, leaving most of the Ferengi's cargo on the moon

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;moves to shake hands with Pez:: Pez: We have met already.. yes?

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~~::groggily:: XO: how is everything going up there?~~~~

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks for the decoupler::

CEO_Taylor says:
::with his eyes on the console:: EO: Go ahead...

Pez says:
::shakes hands with her, not so sure:: CO: As I recall it, you stole something that belonged to me a long time ago.

XOLoren says:
~~~~CSO: Well.  You rest, Q'eranna.~~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
::hears CSO's condition from crewman Jet'la::

EO_MacLeod says:
::finds the decoupler, heads to TL:: TL: Shuttle bay.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: And that would be... ?

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CSO: I just heard about your condition, how are you?~~~

Pez says:
CO: The contents of a meteorite... a stasis chamber I believe. ::disgusted::

XO_Loren says:
<FCO> CO: Can we increase warp factor, Ma'am.?

CMO_OMallory says:
::keeps an log of MED team reports::

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on shuttle bay, heads to Kint::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> ::sees EO arrive::

EO_MacLeod says:
Kint: Here I am.  How is the work doing?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I do not recall we stole it..  Anyway.. what is so important this time?

EO_MacLeod says:
::preparing decoupler to be used::

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~~CEO:  Still pretty out of it, but the doctor fixed me up, I should be ready for the Breen in a few hours~~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint> EO: Not bad...

CNS_Cook says:
::transports the Ferengi's cargo to the cargo bay to get it off the transporter pad::

Pez says:
CO: Perhaps you could give me something that belong to me... and they ::points theatrically at the screen:: TOOK it!

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CSO: Glad to hear it...~~~ ::smiles::

XO_Loren says:
::calls up data on computer:: CO: Checking veracity of his story, Ma'am.

Host CO_Spencer says:
PEZ: Calm down.. ::looks at Cook:  Pez: Who is they?

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices the doors are split again, but in very bad shape::

Pez says:
::gets all frantic:: CO: The thieves!! The two ships... they just took my cargo and then attacked me!!

CMO_OMallory says:
::pulls up Vortak's record and marks down latest injury::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO/XO: The ion trail leads to sector 11548 in the Owlston nebula.

EO_MacLeod says:
Repair team: Okay, guys, out of the way ::heads to the doors::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::grabs a hold of Pez by the shoulders:: PEZ: Calm down.. what did they steal.. and who are THEY?


XO_Loren says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

Pez says:
::sobers a tad:: CO: I could if you were to rub my lobes, I really could use that. ::bares his teeth in a smile::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;looks over:: CTO: The nebula.. we will never find them in there.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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